
The Assertions Explained

Transactions Assertions 
1) Occurrence  

2) Completeness 
3) Accuracy 

4) Cut-off 
5) Classification  

 
Y/E Balances Assertions 

1) Existence  
2) Rights and obligations 

3) Completeness 
4) Valuation and allocation  

 
Disclosures Assertions 

1) Occurrence  
2) Completeness 

3) Classification and understandability 
4) Accuracy and valuation



Using Assertions

So the assertions need testing to see if they're true  
This is done by 

 
1) Inspection 

This means a physical examination  
Things to inspect include: documentation, contracts, 

records and minutes. 
 

2) Observation 
This means watching others perform a procedure  

Examples include observation of 
Payment of wages 
Inventory counts 

 
3) Inquiry  

This means getting information from people inside or 
outside the entity. 

 
4) Confirmation 

This means corroborating evidence from third parties with 
the internal evidence  

 
5) Re-Performance 

This can be recalculating figures or re-counting stock etc 
 

6) Analytical Procedures 
This is the analysis of ratios and trends



Analytical procedures (APs)

Are part of the substantive procedures, which are the 
procedures to detect material misstatement at the 

assertion level. 

APs test whether the accounts are true or not in terms of 
existence, completeness, valuation etc.

APs are compulsory at 2 stages of the audit:

1) The Planning stage

At the planning stage they help you understand the 
business and its environment

Because you compare figures to the industry and to 
previous years

Any items which go against the expected relationships 
help you assess the risk of material misstatement

2) The Review stage

Analytical procedures are also an effective tool for 
gathering evidence throughout the audit.

By using expectations, and comparing to actuals, they 
highlight unexpected movements 

The financial ratios fall into 3 general categories:

1) Profitability - Gross margin, Net margin, ROCE
2) Liquidity - Receivables/Payables/Inventory Days,
3) Gearing - Financial gearing. Operational gearing



Sampling

As the auditor can’t test everything, only samples are 
used for substantive testing

ISA 530 states:
- All sampling unites should have a chance of selection
- Testing the sample gives evidence which helps form a 

conclusion for the dhole population
- Either a statistical or a non-statistical approach can be 

used

Statistical sampling 
uses random selection to select samples and then 

assesses the results using probability theory
Extrapolate the error rates e.g. (if half of the sample's 

wrong then half of the population is too)

Sample has to be sufficiently large to be representative of 
the population

Auditor can increase the sample size if errors are 
discovered

Non-statistical sampling
Any method which does not fit into the above is 

non-statistical sampling



Test of control vs Substantive tests

Test of control - test the ability to prevent, detect and 
correct material misstatement  (MM) from coming into 

accounts.

It doesn’t have to be something about the financial  
accounts (eg. segregation of duties, approval process)

Substantive tests - detect MM directly in FS at the 
assertion level (eg. do they exist, are they complete and 

accurate?)



Auditing Estimates

The auditor must be sure that the judgements and 
estimates made by management are sound 

The auditor will carry out several procedures on an area 
of accounting estimate

Look at the process employed to calculate the estimate 
and decide whether it is appropriate

Use the work of an expert to ascertain whether an 
estimate is accurate

Check that any items accrued for do occur after the 
balance sheet date

Discuss any points of concern with management to see 
why they included the item at the amount they did



Quality and Quantity of Evidence

Auditors need sufficient appropriate audit evidence

Sufficient
refers to the quantity of the audit evidence needed

Appropriate
refers to the quality, relevance and reliability of the 

audit evidence

So how much is sufficient?

Well it depends on how risky the amount being audited is

. You need enough to have reasonable assurance 
that the specific audit area is free from material 

misstatement
. A high quantity of poor quality evidence does not 

mean its sufficient (or appropriate)

What is sufficient and appropriate?

. It reflects appropriately the level of risk in that 
specific area

. Evidence that is generated from external sources is 
more reliable than evidence gathered from internal 

records
. Written evidence is more reliable than oral 

evidence

What is NOT ‘sufficient and appropriate’

Invisible Evidence
Ticks on audit programmes that say a procedure 

has been done, but where there is no evidence of it



SME
Smaller entities have fewer internal controls 

Problems will include:

Segregation of duties often lacking due to not enough 
staff

Owners often dominate all major aspects of the business

When expanding - management focus on this and not on 
controls

Record keeping and documentation of systems and 
controls may be informal or inadequate



Testing Receivables

It is asset and there is a risk that they are overstated and 
therefore the Income is overstated also.

We will test the assertions:
1) Existence - Do the assets exist?

2) Rights - Do they have the rights to them?
3) Value - Are they valued properly?

4) Cut-off - Is the Cut-off they claim correct?

Cut-Off
This ensures that revenue (and therefore receivables) are 

properly recorded in the correct accounting period.

Sales around the year-end need to be shown in the 
correct year

Procedures for cut off are as follows:

1) Analytical procedures looking at inventory amounts, 
gross margins etc are in line with expectations

2) Ensure sales invoices and credit notes around the 
year end are shown in the correct year

3) Ask for explanations about unusual control account 
entries around the year end



Bad debts

Ensure that all bad and doubtful debts are reliable

These are the substantive procedures to be used:

1) Review the company’s procedures for identifying them
2) Review aged listings of receivables balances
3) Review correspondence about unpaid debts (with 

customer / lawyer etc)
4) Review the calculation of doubtful debts
5) Examine credit notes issued after the year-end, this may 

show some balances were overstated at the year-end
6) Review the replies from customers for the confirmation 

of balances exercise

Prepayments

Prepaid income is revenue received in advance but
which is not yet earned.

Prepaid expense is expense paid in advance but which has 
not yet been incurred.

Here's some substantive tests for prepayments 
though:

1) Get the list of prepayments and how they are calculated
2) Check the calculations
3) Use analytical procedures (simple comparison to last 

year)
4) Review for any obvious omissions or errors



Inventory testing

Inventory is valued at the lower of cost and NRV 

This is basically selling price less cost to sell it. 
This is normally higher than cost

Sometimes it is not because it is obsolete or in poor 
condition

This can be checked at the inventory count 

Raw Materials / Goods for resale Cost

Cost to be Included
Actual cost of the items (plus delivery)

Audit Tests
Confirm which Inventory method used (FIFO, AVCO etc)

Check figures to purchase inventories 

Cost of Manufactured goods and WIP

Here you need the different elements of cost:  
direct materials 

direct labour and  
production overheads 

Audit Tests
Get breakdown  

of costs of finished and WIP goods
Calculations  

Check and recalculate
Materials  

check fifo etc and to purchase invoice
Labour  

Check pay rates against payroll records 
Check hours worked with time records



These are the main risks of misstatement for 
Inventory

Completeness Assertion
Not all stock owned is included in accounts

Existence Assertion
Not all stock included in accounts actually exists

Valuation Assertion
Stock is incorrectly valued

Due to incorrect cost allocation
Not valuing at NRV (if lower than cost)

Rights & Obligation Assertion
Not all inventory belongs to the client

Presentation and disclosure assertion
Inventory is incorrectly classified



Even sophisticated inventory systems should 
be backed up by a regular physical stock 

count

Why do a physical count?

Easy if small number of locations

Gives valuable evidence that the inventory actually 
exists

Helps check accuracy of inventory records

If no continuous inventory system it is the ONLY way 
of knowing the quantity

Discrepancies can help point to control deficiencies 
(that would otherwise have gone unnoticed)

Helps to see the condition of the stock 

Why should the auditor attend the count?

Well she needs evidence about the existence and 
condition of inventory

But also…

Evaluate management’s instructions and procedures

Observe the performance of the procedures

Inspect the inventory

Perform tests counts



Payables testing

 Payables are usually tested for understatement

Testing for understatement = Testing for completeness

Testing for completeness is harder because you're looking 
for something that has not been recorded

(whereas when testing for existence you can audit 
something that is there)

Main Risks with Payables:

Not all recorded
Cut-off incorrect

Some included that aren't an obligation for the client (rare)
Not properly disclosed 

Accruals
Accruals balances are difficult to audit as the figures 

reported are often based on estimates

Although these are often not material - we are checking 
mainly for completeness

We will use analytical procedures and the auditors 
knowledge of the business

Wages accrual
This is often higher than the others

It consists of unpaid wages, overtime, holiday pay & 
bonuses

Compare to payroll records and post year end payments
Ensure tax is included

Analytical Procedures: Accrual to total payroll ratio



Payables - Substantive Procedures

1) Get a list of balances
2) Check arithmetical accuracy

3) Check total agrees to payables control account
4) Check a sample from supplier statements to listing 

(completeness)
5) Definitely choose nil and negative balances

6) Definitely choose major suppliers

To test completeness further: 
1) Check all regular suppliers are in list 

2) Compare to P/Y listing  
3) Analytical Procedures: Trade payables to purchases ratio

Substantive Procedures for Accruals:
Get a listing of accruals

Check arithmetical accuracy
Check total agrees to main ledger

Check payments and invoices after year end for 
reasonableness 

Compare to last year - review for completeness

Purchases Cut-off

Goods received before year end - should be shown in 
inventory and as a liability

Goods received after year end - not shown as a liability



Payables - Provisions

Ensure the client has distinguished between provisions & 
contingent liabilities

Provisions Substantive Procedures
Get a list of provisions

Confirm in line with IAS 37 (obligation, probable, reliable 
measure)

Review changes in the provisions
Review the valuation and think of using an expert

Review for omissions based Knowledge of industry
Compare to P/Y

Look at correspondence with lawyers 

Contingencies Substantive Procedures

Understand the management approach to identifying 
contingencies

Review board minutes
Review legal correspondence and possible direct 

confirmation from them (letter from management but reply 
direct to auditor) 

Contingent Assets

To recognise these potential assets - the company must be 
virtually certain.

Being probable is not enough - that will result in a disclosure 
only 

Disclosures about contingent liabilities and contingent 
assets

A brief description of the contingent liability/asset
An estimate of its financial effect
An indication of the uncertainties

For contingent liabilities, the possibility of any 



Payables - Non Current Liabilities

Substantive Procedures

1) Obtain the list
This list should show the movement in the year (an 

amortised cost table basically)

2) Check for arithmetical accuracy

3) Agree opening balances to last years SFP

4) Check new borrowings have been authorised

5) Agree loan details with original agreement

6) Check all restrictions have been complied with

7) Check all payments / receipts to the cashbook

8) Recalculate interest expenses / accrual

9) Get direct confirmation from lender of outstanding 
balance

10) Check charges on assets have been registered

11) Ensure current / non-current split is correct (capital only)

12) Review cashbook for large, unusual receipts that may 
actually be new loans



Bank testing

Bank balances and cash are easily checked

However, they are at risk from misappropriation and fraud

Hence, they normally have strong internal controls, such as 
a bank reconciliation from bank statements to the cash book

Main Risks & Assertions

Rights and obligations and Existence assertions  
Bank balances not actually owned by the client

Valuation assertion 
Reconciliation differences incorrectly dealt with

Completeness assertion 
Material cash balances are omitted 

Confirmation of Bank Balance

Direct confirmation to the auditor from the bank

Client must give permission to the bank to reply

Should be in a standard format acceptable to the 
bank

The authorisation could be a standing authority - 
this must be referred to in the letter

The letter is sent from the auditor (and the reply back to 
auditor)



What's in the Bank letter?

Confirmation of: 

- balances on all bank accounts
- any unpaid bank charges

- any liens (charges) over clients assets
- any client assets held as security

- any other bank accounts known but not listed

When auditor receives the reply
The following work is performed: 

1) Get the bank reconciliation
2) Check for arithmetical accuracy

3) Check bank letter against balance used in bank rec
4) Use letter for other audit areas e.g. Bank charges accrual

5) Check all bank rec items against supporting evidence 
(e.g. Unpresented cheques in later bank statements)

6) Review cashbook and statements for unusual items
7) Review letter for any other information (e.g. Loan 

Security)

Cash Balances - The Count
The auditor should count cash at all locations at the same 

time (to prevent moving cash around)
Counted in the presence of a company official

A signed receipt from the official, stating the cash 
returned after the count by the auditor

Check cash counted to cash records and cash 
balance in SFP

See how money advances to employees are accounted for



NCA testing

Risks & Assertions:

Completeness assertion 
Assets owned but not included in the FS

Existence assertion 
Assets in the FS don't actually exist (already sold or 

scrapped)

Valuation assertion 
Incorrect recording, valuations, or depreciation calculations

Rights and obligations assertion  
Assets in the FS not actually controlled by entity

Presentation and disclosure assertion 
Incorrect disclosures

Substantive tests for the Assertions

Completeness  
(Test for understatement) 

Get the NCA register (showing cost, additions, disposals, 
revaluations, impairments, depreciation)

Check the opening balances agree to FS 
P/Y

Check a sample of assets that definitely 
exist to the register

Check register to ledger balances

Existence
Important check here for overstatement 

Physically inspect a sample from the register
Check the sample assets are in use (and their current 

condition)



Substantive tests for the Assertions

Valuation

Land and buildings Cost 
Check to purchase invoices 

Look for directly attributable costs (such as professional 
fees and delivery). 

Equipment and vehicles cost  
Check to the purchase invoices

Depreciation and impairment
Check rate used (type of asset / UEL & RV)

Ensure consistency of method used
Check accumulated depreciation on disposals has been 

removed correctly
Check depreciation on additions in year is pro-rata

Check for any indicators of impairment
Check arithmetical accuracy

Check any fully depreciated assets are no longer 
depreciated

Analytical procedures:    
Ratio of depreciation to total asset value  

Compare totals to P/Y
Confirm adequate insurance cover

Rights and obligations
Land and buildings 

Inspecting legal documents, contracts 
& agreements

Vehicles 
Examine vehicle registration documents

Presentation and disclosure
Ensure they are correct and clear

Ensure the schedule of tangible NCA agrees to the figures 
in the FS



Substantive procedures - Share Capital

1) Check share capital is consistent with the 
company’s register

2) Check the nominal value of shares issued during the year 
to supporting documentation

3) Ensure share issue terms were complied with

4) Check cash received for shares is properly recorded in 
the main ledger (not to sales)

5) Check issued share capital agrees with the register of 
members/shareholders

Substantive procedures - Reserves

1) Get a list of mooooovements in reserves

2) Check their accuracy to supporting documentation

3) Check no legal requirements have been broken 
(e.g. Improper use of share premium account)

4) Check dividends have only been taken from a legally 
distributable reserve (e.g. NOT share 

premium)

5) Check authorisation for dividend

6) Check total dividend = dividend per share x number of 
shares in the FS



Rely on Experts

The auditor may not have the expertise to make 
judgements on all aspects of a clients’ business and may 
seek help in the form of an expert (eg. Property valuation)

Why rely on experts?

- Auditors do not have to be experts in everything
- Often it's effective and efficient to do so
- They need to where they lack the skills

How much to rely on experts?

Auditor needs to make judgements on:

Their Independence, Objectivity and Competence  

Enquiries: 
Competence 

How much experience does the expert have?  
Objectivity 

Does the expert have any financial interest in the 
company?

Before any work is performed by the expert the auditor 
should agree in writing: 

 
1) Nature, scope and objectives 

2) Roles and responsibilities 
3) Nature of communication  
4) Confidentiality of expert 

 
After the work - Auditor ensures it is appropriate  

This means considering: 
 

1) Consistency with other evidence  
2) Any significant assumptions made  

3) The accuracy of source data



Rely on IA

The external auditor must determine whether it is likely to 
be adequate for the purposes of the audit: 

So we look at:

Whether the internal audit staff are sufficiently 
independent to retain objectivity

The qualifications and technical competence of the 
internal audit staff

The professionalism of the staff and the standing of 
internal audit within the organisation

Are internal audit constrained in any way by 
management? 

If these considerations are fulfilled the auditor may 
assess the reliability of the work carried out by 

internal audit by ensuring:

1) Internal audit working papers are well documented and 
have been reviewed

2) Evidence gained by internal audit is sufficient and 
appropriate

3) Any conclusions drawn are reasonable and valid

4) Management have acted on recommendations made 
by internal audit

If all of the above is satisfied the auditor may choose to 
place reliance on some of the work of internal audit.

Although the responsibility for the final opinion will always 
lie with the external auditor.



CAAT
CAATs use a computer to assist the auditor in testing 

during the audit procedures

There are 2 categories of CAAT:

1) Audit Software

The auditor may use audit software to run the client 
data to check for errors

It can be an off-the-shelf software or bespoke for the 
client.

They can scrutinise large volumes of data, whose 
results  can be investigated further

The software does not, however, replace the need for the 
auditor's own procedures

It can do the following:
- select a sample using different sampling 

techniques
check calculations

- automate the confirmation letter process
- produce reports

- follow transactions

2) Test Data

Another method which may be used by the auditor is the 
use of test data.

This is really putting a dummy transaction through the 
system to ensure that controls are working and that 

calculations are performed correctly

Examples of errors
Transactions above pre-set limits, e.g. credit limits

Invoices with arithmetical errors



CAAT

Auditing around the computer

Meaning the auditor does not audit how the computer 
works, but rather checks that the inputs generate the 

expected outputs from the system

This increases audit risk as the auditor cannot tell 
with certainty whether the internal processes of the 

system are working correctly

It is very difficult to determine why errors occurred  
Also fixing them may need an external expert

Advantages & Disadvantages of CAATs

Advantages

1) Independently access computer data

2) Test the reliability of client software

3) Increase the accuracy of audit tests

4) Perform audit tests more efficiently

Disadvantages
1) CAATs can be expensive and time consuming to set up

2) Client permission and cooperation may be difficult to 
obtain

3) Potential incompatibility with the client's computer 
system

4) The audit team may not have sufficient IT skills

5) Data may be lost during the application of CAATs



Auditing NFPs

NFPs have no external shareholders, dividends or profit 
maximisation objective either

This has potential audit problems:

- Lack of segregation of duties (small staffing)
- Unqualified volunteers (poor knowledge of controls)

- Less formalised systems
- Donations without audit trail

- Difficulty in assessing going concern (unpredictability of 
donations)

Audit Implications
Value for money audits

Concentrate on substantive procedures (due to possible 
weak internal controls)

Analytical reviews and management representations 
where little audit trail

Test larger % of population due to smaller volumes

Reporting
If required by law = Normal audit report
If voluntary = Reflect objective of audit

In either case - follow the accepted structure:

Addressee
Scope

Responsibilities of auditors & managers
Work done

Opinion
Date, name and address of auditor


